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pose of private international law. It has been accepted without
objection in other parts of the British Empire, where it seems
particularly out of place. As Professor Hancock says:
'It seems incredible that because in 1868 the Privy Council refused
to enforce a particular rule of Belgian law, the courts of Canadian
provinces should refuse to enforce any law of a sister province which
happens to differ slightly from their own. Yet this appears to be the
prevailing doctrine in Canada today. One would look far to find a more
striking example of "mechanical jurisprudence", blind adherence to a
verbal formula without any regard for policies or consequences.*1
A question that English judges have not yet had occasion to Precise
answer is whether a plaintiff who sues in respect of a foreign f*?1"1*,
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tort must snow, not only that the conduct complained or would doubtful
have been actionable had it occurred in England, but also that
the jus actionis is vested in him personally by English law. This
was part of the issue in the Scottish case ofM'E/roy v. McAllister *
where the facts were as follows:
McElroy, while travelling on a lorry, was killed at Shap, in England,
as a result of the negligence of the driver. His widow, in her capacity as
executrix, sued the driver in Scotland, taking advantage of the rule of
English internal law that the cause of action of the deceased had sur-
vived to her. The rule of Scots internal law, however, is that the right
of action of an injured person dies with him.
On the assumption that Phillips v. Eyre is accepted by Scots law,
it was necessary for the plaintiff to show that the defendant's
negligence would have satisfied the first condition laid down
by Willes J. had the facts occurred in Scotland. The Court of
Session, by a majority, dismissed the claim on the ground that
according to Scots law the negligence of the driver was not
actionable at the suit of the widow, notwithstanding that it was
actionable in the abstract. According to this interpretation of
Phillips v. Eyre, damages will not be recoverable in the forum
for conduct which in the abstract is actionable.both by the lex
loci commissi and by the lexfori, unless the person to whom the
compensation is payable is identical in both laws. The lex fort
dictates to the lex loci delicti commissi who the appropriate bene-
ficiary should be. In most other countries the more enlightened
view prevails that the law of the place of wrong is decisive
on the matter. Lord Keith, in a dissenting judgment, pointed
out that Willes J, spoke obiter when he formulated the first
1 Op. cit., p. 89.
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